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Mission Success Stats With Safety2 
Introduction 
• Welcome! 
• Points of Contact: 
- Cal Staubus, NASA KSC - Tel 
(321) 667-8757; 
calvetta.staubusnasa.gos 
- Shawn Donovan, SRS 
Technologies - Tel: (321) 867-
6240; 
shawn.t.donovan@nass.gov
La 
eulon Success Stats With Safety' 
Background 
NASA STD-8719.8, "ELy Payload 
Safety Review Process Standard 
- Applies to Orbital and Deep 
Space ELy Missions (unmanned) 
- Focus on safety of processing at 
launch site, including payload 
processing facilities at or near 
launch site 
- Designed for missions involving 
numerous organizations and 
various vehicle/launch site 
combinations 
0 Mission Succ.ss Starts With Safety Topics 
•	 Background 
- C2ermS NASA ELy Peyleed safety 
Re i.e Process Standard 
• Format of NPR 8715.XX 
-	 Chapter 1	 lntroduct,on. Payload 
Safety Pohc	 Programmatic 
Roles and	 esponmbilihes. 
Tall
	 and Wa,ver Processes 
-	 Chapter 2	 Introduction, Payload 
Safety Working Group, Prect - 
Roles and Responmbiht,es. Flow - 
of Activities and Deliverables. ft,.., Content of Deliverables & Data -	
- SbrnittaIs
.elce iucc.e. State With Safety 
Background (continued) 
NASA STD-8719.8 (continued) 
- Has been successful (with ad hoc 
changes) for a majority of NASA ELy 
payloads 
- Certain complications evolved after 
the Process was developed: 
- Compiicated roles for projects Involving - 
multiple NASA Centers 
- PInvolving InternatIonal	 -	 6 
- Lack of approval process for use of
 
common spacecraft bus	 - - 
- Lack of process for resolving 
dissenting opinions within NASA and	 - 
with external organizations 
• Lack of acceptance of external  
approving authority and requirements
WCAUPSO)	
Success Suits With Safety
Clud-Aerosol LIDAR and infrared Pathfinder SatelliteObservation 
 Spacecraft 
Highlighted weaknesses in current 
payload safety review process  
• Launched from VAPS SLC2, April 2006 
• Co-manifested with CLOUDSAT - Lad by  
Goddard 
• NASA provided CALIPSO instrument- France provided spacecraft bus 
- "Off the shelf hydrazine-fueted Proteus spacecraft manufactured by Alcatel 
Space Industries and provided tiy the Centre National d'Etudes Spadales (CHES) as its 'conblbutlon' to the joint mission 
- Joint Mission Agreement - not your typical contract 
• Proteus flown successfully in 2001 on the Jason-11 - led by JPL 
• Goddard SMA and Engineering raised concerns with Proteus: 
- Fedi tal..s,ve foe le.Iege Cf hy&asce. sot1. safety. batary safety. otf.s. 
• Resolution via Formal Variance Process: 
- Pw.oreel aefety eaaea.d V. iniemeCfallon of I€5C 
- ..ion .s	 dab .eoapi.d vi. NASA Vafl.naa
I 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20130012468 2019-08-31T00:50:37+00:00Z
C. 	 Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Backaround (continued) C
Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Background (continued) 
•L 
Current process requires a Payload 
Safety Working Group (PSWG) for eac 
payload with representatives from all 
involved organizations: 
PSWG membership by a 
Center/organization Sometimes varies 
the same mission, and from one miss, 
the next (even when a common, previo 
approved spacecraft bus is assessed) 
- Lack of communication between memb 
within some organizations 
- Technical concerns sometimes handled 
differently for similar payloads (not 
necessarily a problem, but can be)
Relies heavily on other agencies 
requirements (e.g,, Air Force) 
Subject to other agencies' 
interpretation of requirement 
- Other agencies' safety focus 
perceived to vary when it is 
their payload 
- NASA's authority is sometime, 
misunderstood and decisions 
challenged when using other 
agencies' requirements 
documents 
C-
	 Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Background (continued) C
- Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Background (continued) 
Requires "Tailoring" of 
requirements for each payload 
-Subject to n,launder,tandlng the 
process cr01 poor implementation 
-Current Prone., lacks the strict 
consistent ooersinht front mm 
project to the nest needed for pro 
lrnplemermatlon 
Relies heavily on the ability of the 
PSWG to reach consensus 
No identification of a decision-
making authority 
No clear direction for when 
corueneis cannot he r.ached 
-Resolution of contention, lee.,, 
can drag-on until the "Prof hour" 
- No clear direction on the applicable 
Safety Waiver Proceaa
Issues addressed by this program: 
Complicated roles and rs.ponslhllltles 
associated with multi-partner projects 
Working relationships and 
communications between all 
organizations involved in the payload 
salary process 
Consistent interpretation and 
mpl.nrer*.tlsn of safety r.qu,rcmords 
from one project to the rest 
Conomteta implementation of the 
Tailoring Process 
Clearly defined NASA deoinion-rcaking-
authority 
- Bring Agency-wide perspective to each 
Ely payload project 
Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Program Development 
Agency Team Established by Bryan O'Connor and managed oct of (SC 
by Cal Stathos as the ELV Payload Safety Program Mcncge 
KSC	 Cal Staubus 
GSFC	 Go Lewis, Jamie Harper 
JPL	 Jim Lumsden, Ben Lucas  
Ha	 Mike Dock  
• Develop Program guidance as needed 
• Resolve Working Group comments 
- Strive to build consensus ott Program Elements 
- Chief OSMA has final decision making authority 
• Ensure Program Is consistent with current Agency Implementation of 
Technical Authority 
Coordinate with external organizations
C
Mission Success Starts With Safety n 
Program Development (continued) 
Build on the PSWG approach and 
augment as needed with lessons learned 
New Agency Safety Program to Include: 
- Establish and maintain NASA ELV Payload 
Safety Policy. Role, and ResponsibIlItIes, and 
Associated Reqiaremersa 
- Emaua. consistent Interpretation of safety 
requirements 
Defineand overeae Implementation of the safety 
review process 
Provide payload projects with training, toots, 
and guidance 
Identify Decision Making A,*hoflllae 
Fono.l peon... for macberg dlfnrumrc.. weB., the 
PSWGa 
Formaltaiio,l%.Mwaio.eprooaaeaa 
Enhance and formalize hay pa,tn.r,idps (e.g. 
Air Force, commercial launch service., etc.)
C:	 lillissloin	 Success Stals With Safety NPR 8715.XX Format 
Chapter l	 - 
- Introduction 
- Payload Safety Policy 
Programmatic Roles and 
ResponsIbIlItIes 
- Tailoring and Waiver Processes 
Chapter 2: 
- Payload Safety Working Group	 - 
- ProjectRoles and
Responsibilities 
- Flow OIActivities and	
,	 j. ..j Deliverables	 -	 '-
- Content of Deliverables  
- Data Submittals
Mission Success lucts With Safety 
Applicability 
NPR 8715,XX Applies to: 
Unmanned orbital and unmanned 
deep space payloads managed or 
launched by NASA whether 
developed by NASA or any 
contractor or independent agency in 
a joint venture with NASA 
ELV payload contracts, design, 
fabrication, testing, vehicle
	
4 
integration, launch processing, 
launch, and planned recovery of ELy 
payloads; payload provided upper 
stages flown on ELV5; interface 
hardware that is flown as part of a 
payload; and GSE used to support 
payload related operations	 FA 
:s*ie.s stt, With Safety	 1111111seloo Success Starts With Safety" 
Applicability (cont.) 	 Applicability for Existing Projects 
• NPR 8715.XX Does not Apply 
to:  
- Payloads that interface with P a manned launch vehicle or spacecraft 
- Payloads that will fly on 
suborbital launch vehicles 
- Non-NASA payloads  
launched from Wallops 
Flight Facility where NASA 
Is just providing range 
services
The project must coordinate with 
the PSWG and ELV Payload Safety 
Manager for applicability of the 
NPR to the remainder of the project 
The level of implementation will 
vary based upon: 
the project's success In complying 
with applicable technical safety 
requirements 
the level of Inherent safety risk 
the completion of project safely 
milestones 
Existing safetyelated approvals 
and decisions will be honored 
unless a new safety issue warrants 
further assessment and approval 
Success Sts With Safety 
NASA ELV Payload Safety Policy 
Safeguard people and resources 
(including flight hardware and 
facilities) from hazards associated w 
ELy payloads. Integration, and 
payload related GSE by eliminating th 
hazards or reducing the risk to an	 - 
acceptable level. Accomplished by.
- Establishment and maintenance of 
technical and procedural safety 
requirements applicable to design, 
production, prelaunch processing and  
testing, vehicle Integration, launch, and 
- meov 
- Cccrdsat$on with U.S. or foreign 
entities as needed to Identify and 
ensure compliance with agreed to 
safety requirements
Mission Success Sbma With Safety" 
W NASA ELV Payload Safety Policy (continued) 
Incorporation of safety requirements 
into the overall requirements for each 
payload, the contracts for related 
procurements, and cooperative or 
grant agreements 
- it Is the Intent ad' this program to ensure 
.terw,ce to applicable safely 
requirements that provide an 
equivalent level of safety for all NASA 
ELy payloads, other resources, and 
personnel regardless of where the 
payload Is being processed 
An independent payload safety revie 
and approval process designed to 
ensure that each project Implements 
all applicable safety requirements ann 
facIlItates safety risk management
Mission Success starts With Safety 
ELV Payload Safety Review Process interfaces 
ASSURANCE 
PAYLOAD sanity Wo.tais I55i .s

==— =-===
Mission Success Starts WIth Safety 
The Chief, Safety and Mission Assurance 
• Oversee and provide program
funding for administration 
• Approve and promulgate Agency-

level policy and requirements 
• Designate SMA Technical 
Authorlty(ies) 
• Designate the NASA ELV Payload 
Safety Manager and the members 
of the ELV Payload Safety Agency 
Team 
• Resolve conflicts requiring an 
Agency-level decision
tZ
AURORA 
Mission Success Starts With safety" 
Each SMA Technical Authority(ies) 
Approve tailoring of safety 
requirements 
Concur on waivers to safety 
requirements 
- For most NASA ELV payload 
projects, there is both an SMA 
Technical Authority with 
responsibility for the project (e.g.	
- GSFC or JPL) and an SMA 
Technical Authority with 
responsibility for the launch area 
processing activities (eg. KSC for 
Launch Services Program	 MESSENGER Amwbiy 
launches). Safety Issues may 
overlap, in which case both SMA 
Technical Authorities would 
participate in resolving the issue.
Mission Success Starts With Safety" 
NASA ELV Payload Safety Manager 
Serves as the Agency local point for matters 
of ELV payload safety 
• Develops and maintains Agency-level policy 
and requirement. 
• Maintains the safety review and approval 
process 
• Provides input and guidance to NASA 
officials On contracts, grant., and 
cooperative agreements with internal and 
external entities 
• Report. to the NASA HO OSMA on safety 
concerns requiring an Agency-level decision 
•Participate as an element of the NASA HO 
SMA Audits, Reviews, and Assessments 
• Opens & enhances communications with 
U.S. and foreign entities and document 
partnerships, joint activities, and special 
arrangements
- Mission Success Starts With Safety" 
NASA ELV Payload Safety Manager (cont.) 
Ensure that safety review 
activities are coordinated with the  
Agency Team, NASA Centers, 
projects, launch vehicle 
Contractors, and appropriate 
approving authorities for 
resolution of safety concerns 
•	 Establish and maintain a training 
program 
•	 Provide a forum for technical 
interchange and lessons learned 
•	 Track and implement lessons 
learned for continuous 
improvement by updating policy,  
processes, and requirements as 
needed
Mission Success Starts With Safety" 
NASA ELV Payload Safety Manager (cont.) 
Develop and maintain a NASA ELV 
Payload Safety Program Website that 
may be used by projects and other 
organizations for program information 
Develop, track, document, and report 
metrics data on the program's success 
Ensure appropriate agreements exist 
with USAF Range Safety and other 
external entitles for participation in 
program activities 
Lead the NASA ELV Payload Safety 
Agency Team 
Coordinate with the Payload Project 
and others to determine the 
applicability of this new program to the	 --
remaining phases of the project	 'U' 
Mission $uccues Starts With Safety 
ELV Payload Safety Agency Team 
An element of OSMA that functions to provide Agency. 
wide perspective and Insight In support of the SMA 
Technical Authority 
Independently assess projects to assure that policy and 
requirements of this program are consistently Implemented 
throughout the Agency 
• Assure Identification of safety concerns for each project and 
any applicability to other payloads 
• Coordinate any safety concerns with the project's PSWG as 
early as possible 
• Provide guidance to the Chief, Safety and Mission Assurance, 
and the SMA Technical Authorities, Including issues requiring 
an Agency-level decision
.-	 elcn Success Starts With Safety n 
ELV Payload Safety Agency Team (cont) 
Assure consistent Interpretation of 
requirements and provide guidance 
on implementation 
Issue Interim guidance as needed 
Provide the SMA Technical 
Authorities with assessments of 
alternative approaches proposed as 
part of the Tailoring and Waiver 
processes
	 Im 
Ensure that any mission specific 	 SOuST 
decision made by the Agency Team 
Is consistent with the safety 
requirements of other organizations 
that share safety responsibility for 
the mission 
C
.	 eeloe Success Starts With Safety" 	 Mission Success starts With Safety 
Center Director responsible for a Payload,	 Center SMA Director responsible for a Payload, 
Payload Processing Facility, or Launch Site	 Payload Processing Facility, or Launch Site 
•	 Establish the Center-level processes -	 Ensure Implementation of this 
and associated requirements needed 
	
program for each project that uses 
the to Implement	 policy of this	
-	 I	 the Centers resources program 
Support safety assessments and
-.
	 Provide each project with safety 
respond to findings and 	 engineering, safety analysis, and 
recommendations	 other safety expertise needed to 
-	 Ensure that applicable personnel 	 ensure the project successfully 
complete training on the NASA ELV	 completes the safety review and 
payload safety requirements, safety
	 approval process 
review and approval process, and 
related activities	 •	 Ensure that processes exist and	 -. 
Ensure that Center institutional 	 ,	 -	 assessments are conducted to 
resources provided to support	 .	 -	 ensure compliance with this 
activities comply with applicable 	 program and the safety of activities technical and procedural 	
within the scope of their authority requirements  
SLJBVFYOBUM5 GLOBAL	
With Safety 
C
JL. Success Starts	 " 
ELV Payload Project Manager 
• Ensure resources are allocated to satisfy all aspects 
this program 
• Ensure that the project technical development, design, 
teat and review processes Incorporate system safety 
engineering 
• Ensure that the design and operations of flight 
hardware, software, and associated GSE provides for 
safety through the use of approved design, analysis, 
and verification techniques 
Ensure the project's timeline complies with the 
established review and approval process 
Establish and implement any project-level processes 
and requirements needed to satisfy safety 
requirements and complete safety review and approval 
process
,- Mission Success Starts With Safety 
ELV Payload Project Manager (cont.) 
• Ensure that the project's tailored requirements 
document is implemented for its payload and 
associated GSE or a waiver Is obtained 
• Ensure spacecraft contractor oversight Is defined, 
performed, and documented to enable safe 
Integration, testing, and processing of the payload 
and prevention the transfer of unanticipated hazards 
• For an existing project, Coordinate with the PSWG 
and Agency Team to determine the applicability of 
this program to the remaining phases of the project 
Mission Success Starts With Safety 
NASA Contract, Grant, Cooperative Agreement, 
or Other Agreement Officers 
Ensure that all applicable 
safety and mission  
assurance requirements are 
incorporated into the 
contracts and agreement(s) 
governing each payload
:1 including compliance with 
this NPR 8715.XX, NPR 
8715.3, NPD 8730.2, Federal, 
State, and local 
requirements and
- 
compliance with and using 
NPR 5800.1, Grant and 
Cooperative Agreement 
Handbook for grants
Mission Success Starts With Safety32 
Tailoring Process 
The overall intent of the ELV payload safety requirements tailoring 
process is to ensure appropriate oversight of Agency requirements 
while providing the Centers and project managers wIth the authority 
and flexibility needed to accomplish their tasks. Tailoring is defined 
as the process of assessing the applicability of requirements and 
evaluating the potential compliance by a project in order to generate a 
set of specific requirements for that project 
The Payload Project Office and the payload project system safety 
engineer shall work with the PSWG to identify applicable 
requirements and to tailor a set of mission specific safety 
requirements that are complied into a mission specific document 
The PSWG Chairperson and Agency Team shall coordinate to ensure 
consistent application of tailoring throughout the Agency. The PSWG 
Chairperson and the ELy Payload Safety Manager shall Coordinate to 
ensure that authorities involved in the mission or having 
responsibility for Issues addressed by the tailoring, approve (slgn( 
each tailored requirements document or provide equivalent written 
approval 
The signatories of each tailored requirements document shall Include, 
but are not limited to the Payload Project Manager and responsible 
NASA Technical Authorlty(ies) (SMA, Engineering, and Health and 
Medical as applicable) 
Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Tailoring Process 
The Payload Project Office is responsible for the tailored 
requirements document to be completed and approved In accordance 
with NPR 8715.xx 
After approval, any further changes to the tailored requirements 
document must be documented and distributed as a 'change page" 
by the Payload Project Office for coordination and 
approval/concurrence by the original authorities 
If the tailoring of a requirement (i.e., deletion of a requirement, a 
change to a requirement, or an approach that differs from the stated 
requirement) results In a increased safety risk, the Payload Project 
Office shall prepare a waiver request 
- Note: An approach that differs from the stated requirement may 
be approved as part of the tailored requirements document 
provided it does not result In increased safely risk and the 
document contains sufficient rationale. 
In the event that an authority does not concur on a tailored 
requirements document and the issue cannot be resolved through 
coordination with the PSWG, the Agency Team, or the SMA Technical 
Authority(ies), all interested parties shall brief their position to the 
Chief, Safety and Mission Assurance to identify the best approach to 
achieve resolution
(a
1' Onion Success Starts With Safety 
Waiver Process 
For the NASA ELV Payload Safety Program, a waiver is defined 
as a written authorization granting relief from a requirement 
and documenting the acceptance of any associated safety risk. 
Each Payload Project Manager or designee shall coordinate 
with their mission PSWG as soon as the project identifies a 
potential non-compliance with a safety requirement 
The Payload Project Manager or designee shall draft the 
waiver request
Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Waiver Process 
The Payload Project Manager or 
designee shall coordinate each 
waiver request with the PSWG and
the Agency Team to: 
- Ensure the waiver request and 
accompanying data are correct ar ,
'' complete 
-	 Ensure any risk Is property 
that	 lncre
I 
characterized and	 any 
In overall risk is Identified
__________ 
-Assess any effects the waiver 
might have on other projects.  
resources or requirements NE* 
- Ensure appropriate signatures for 
approval, concurrence, and risk 
acceptance per the requirements of 
NPR 8715.3
Seln Success Starts With Safety in 
Waiver Process 
In addition to satisfying the requirements of NPR 8715.3, the 
signatories of each waiver shall include: 
- The Payload Project Manager 
- Responsible NASA Technical Authorlty(les( (SMA. Engineering, 
and Health and Medical as applicable), 
- All other authorities Involved In the mission or having
responsibility for issues addressed by the waiver 
The ELy Payload Safety Manager shall coordinate with the 
Agency Team and each PSWG Chairperson to ensure a 
consistent waiver approach for all NASA EL y Payloads 
In the event that a required signatory does not concur or 
approve a waiver and the issue cannot be resolved through 
coordination with the PSWG, the Agency Team, or the SMA 
Technical Authority(ies), all interested parties shall brief their 
position to the Chief, Safety and Mission Assurance to identify 
the best approach to achieve resolution 
C:	 Mission success Stats With Safety 
Project Roles and Resrons)h)Iit)e' 
PM, 
.
Miselon Success Stats With Safety 
Each ELV Payload Project Manager 
Ensure that a Payload 
Organization Safety Engineer 5 
appointed 
Ensure the Payload Safety 
Introduction Briefing Is 
coordinated and scheduled 
early In Phase B as defined in 
NPR 7120.5 
Notify the NASA ELy Payload 
Safety Manager of the new 
project and provide contact 
information for the appointed 
Payload Organization Safety 
Engineer 
CoordInate with the NASA ELV 
Payload Safety Manager to 
ensure that the project's PSWG 
Is established and functions as 
required by this NPR 
-.-SucceesSdetsWith Safety' 
Each ELV Payload Project Manager 
Coordinate with the NASA EL y Payload Safety Manager to ensure that 
the PSWG Includes the following members, as applicable, to each 
mission: 
- (1) NASA Payload Organization Safety Engineer 
- (2) Payload contractor safety representative(s) 
- (3) Launch site range safety organization representative(s) 
- (4) Launch vehicle contractor safety engineer 
- (5) Payload processing facility safety representative 
- (6) NASA Launch Services Division Safety Engineer 
- (1) PSWG Chairperson 
Pdin: Typk.fe, in. NASA L.,,r.olr S--k- DMhrm, Sdery E,,gtr..,deo a..ve... in. P5*13 Ch.!,p.mon. 0. odftrg on tAn ,rde.in.r .padlfn., in.,. 	 A. 
.dw.,SAg.. I. Ironing • P5*0 ,.pw..nindn. Awn one of the edt., NASA 
ong.nioOin.. in,nlwd I. th. ,nitonn p.nln,rn in!. ivrwaeo A Ce'Ch.&'pnmo.r eey 
.1.0 A. .pphrnindffdmrnnd nwn.ne,y 06, ..y Anmion. 
Co.npnhrtIo,, oft!,. P5*6 ned mnnb.,p.,thAp0ien or"nay bound en ptfeat!t 
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mq.kmnnrrt. (iv, .o.,npie. ..i.o000 of hr,noi, wAnd. o,pnnw..hrg f.oiiry; end' 
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MWelcm Success starts With Safety 
Payload Safety Working Group Membership 
L.onchVd'inI. 	 AIF.,.. 
Cor*.oten I
	
ito. sw 
Rt.5. aitny 
Mission
itsc 5AMA H == 
PSWG 
w/Chawperson 
%wN.a petsea	 5* NASA L..5h *	 --
,Nbakin Success Starts With Safety 
Each ELV Payload Project Manager 
n Success Starts With Safety' 
Each ELV Payload Project Manager 
• Ensure all project personnel involved in the ELV payload safety 
review process receive training on the process, understand their 
associated roles and responsibilities, and have experience 
commensurate with the complexity of the project 
• Ensure that the project plans, fully participates, and supports the 
safety review and approval process activities of NPR 5715.XX 
• Ensure the safety status and any safety concerns associated with 
each subsystem and Integrated system we presented at appropriate 
project reviews, Including (but not lImIted to) System Requirement 
Reviews, Preliminary Design Reviews, Critical Design Reviews, Pre-
Environmental Reviews, and Pre-Ship Reviews 
• Approve all safety review, and approval process deliverables of this 
NPR prior to submittal to the PSWG
Obtain all safety approvals and safety readiness products needed 
to accomplish project management requiremes per NPR 7120.5 
and accomplish mission processing. These shall
nt
 Include: 
-Notification from the PSWG Chairperson of acceptable Safety 
ReviewI deliverables and satisfactory completion of Safety 
Review I 
NoNe: Sunneaafelonarpieflnn of Safely Review l and ..'w'° 
de#na lea lea .afwy ,.adh,eaa q product required Prior in the f.'tyecf'. Key Daniels., PeArl C. 
- Notification from the PSWG Chairperson of acceptable Safety 
Review II deliverables and satisfactory completion of Safety 
Review 
Not- St.nnea.fol cn.apleAA., of SaleIr Review lard aeaacd 
readiness tale producl rewhdtrto in the 
PWW 0. 
Notification from the NASA ELV Payload Safety Manager 
indicating that the project has successfully completed Safety 
Review IN and Is ready to proceed with shipping and commence 
prelaunch processing
Mission Succ.ss Starts With Safety C Each ELV Payload Project Manager 
•	 Ensure that the project fully 
Implements all safety plans 
and procedures required by 
this NPR 
•
	
Ensure that the status of any 
open Items In the Safety 
Action Tracking Log or any 
payload safety Issues that 
could impact launch schedule 
are briefed during safety and 
project reviews 
•	 Ensure that the PSWG 
Chairperson Is notified of any 
mishaps or close calls that 
take place during launch area 
payload processing and 
ground operations
- Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Agency Team 
The Agency Team shell assist each 
PSWG, as needed, to resolve any 
conflicts regarding compliance with 
this NPR 
The Agency Team shall coordinate 
to provide a single position on any 
guidance or comments provided to 
a PSWG. This includes 
interpretation of requirements and 
approval of alternative approaches 
to satisfying safety requirements. 
The Agency Team shall perform 
independent assessment to ensure 
compliance with Agency objectives 
and requirements identified by this 
NPR 
C
-	 Mission Success Starts With Safety
The Payload Organization Safety Engineer 
• Perform as the payload organization's primary member of the 
PSWG 
• Ensure the preparation and submittal of all safety review and 
approval process deliverables in accordance with schedule 
timeline requirements and following the format and content 
requirements specified in NPR 8715.xx 
• Ensure the implementation of all safety related plans and 
activities approved by the PSWG 
• Ensure that the payload design process incorporates system 
safety engineering activities integral to identifying hazards, 
developing solutions to mitigate or eliminate the hazards, 
verifying the implementation of these solutions, and ensuring 
compliance with this NPR 
• Keep the Payload Project Manager informed of mission safety 
status
C:	 Mission Success Starts With Safety" The Payload Organization Safety Engineer 
• Ensure that a Safety Verification Tracking Log (SVTL) is 
established, maintained and made available for viewing 
electronically by the project, PSWG and Agency Team to track 
closure of each open hazard control verification identified in 
the hazard reports. SVTL status shall be presented at the 
Safety Review Ill 
• Ensure that a Safety Action Tracking Log is established and 
maintained for the project to track closure of safety actions 
• Ensure that technical operating procedures are submitted for 
review and approval by safety and other responsible 
organizations, in accordance with the safety requirements of 
the specific operating location 
• Present mission safety information at appropriate project 
reviews as required by NPR 7123.1 and this NPR 
• In coordination with the PSWG Chairperson, establish and 
maintain an integrated schedule of PWSG activities and all 
relevant project, launch, and other mission milestones, 
reviews, or meetings that address the topic of payload safety 
to include place, time, and date for each activity 
Mission Success Starts With Safety" 
Each PSWG member 
Participate in the safety review and approval process 
Ensure compliance with all safety requirements for their area 
of responsibility and authority 
Review and provide comments to the project on all payload 
safety review deliverables and meeting minutes within 30 days 
after submittal 
Assess and concur (or obtain concurrence from their 
management as needed) on tailoring and any waiver to a 
safety requirement that is within their scope of responsibility 
Coordinate with the PSWG to resolve payload safety concerns 
and if needed, with the Agency Team 
Ensure that payload, facility, and payloadllaunch vehicle 
integration issues are disseminated to their organization and 
to other PSWG members
-	 Mission Success Starts With Safety" 
Each PSWG member 
Participate in all PSWG 
activities associated with their
areas of responsibility, 
including but not limited to 
meetings, mission safety 
reviews, design reviews, ground Ej operations reviews, and others activities as required by the PSWG Chairperson Assess and concur on plans 
and hazard reports for 
operations in facilities that fall 
under their safety responsibility 
as needed to receive and 
process the payload
8 
- Mhelon 
The PSWG Chairperson 
Success State With Safety 
• Schedule and conduct PSWG meetings 
• Ensure that PSWG activities and decisions include Input and 
participation all its members 
• Provide official PSWG signature (Indicating concurrence from 
all PSWG members) for all deliverables and correspondence 
• Ensure deliverables are available 
• Ensure that the PSWG and Agency Team are invited to PSWG 
activities 
• Ensure all comments to deliverables are organized and 
submitted to the project 1535 days after submittal
.lon Success Stew With Safety 
The PSWG Chairperson 
• Ensure PSWG activities are documented - e.g. notices, 
scheduling, action Items, key issues, decisions and 
status of the safety review and approval process 
• Ensure distribution of final minutes 
• Ensure appropriate notification of the project safety 
schedule and changes 
• Ensure PSWG participation by appropriate PSWG 
members at payloadllaunch vehicle Integration working 
group meetings 
• Schedule and conduct PSWG meetings concurrently 
with major project reviews and as required to meet the 
safety milestones of this program 
:
NNW" Sucesee Stwts With Safety 
The PSWG Chairperson (cont.) 
Ensure the Agency team Is informed of Important safety 
Issues, e.g. potential risk issues, that may Impede the safety 
review process 
• Ensure that all mission support and safety related documents 
are filed for access on a secure website by the PSWG 
members. Agency Team, the NASA ELV Payload Safety 
Manager or other subject matter experts or technical 
authorities 
• If the PSWG cannot reach consensus on an issue, the PSWG 
Chairperson shall coordinate with the NASA ELV Payload 
Safety Manager to establish a resolution approach 
• Coordinate with the PSWG and the project to ensure 
Implementation of recommendations, interpretations, and 
resolutions of any safety concern provided by the Agency 
Team
slcm Success Starts With Safety" 
The NASA Launch Services Program Manager 
Provide the funding and other resources needed to ensure that 
personnel from the launch vehicle contractor (once under contract), 
Launch Services SMA and the Range participate In the safety review 
process beginning no later than the Payload Safety Introduction 
Briefing 
• Notify the PSWG of program integration meetings including Ground 
Operations Working Group, Ground Operations Review, Mission 
Integration Working Group, and others 
• Ensure that the NASA Launch Services Division Safety 
Representative Is notified of any peyloadilsunch vehicle Interface 
safety concerns 
• Ensure launch services contracts for launch vehicle and commercial 
payload processing facility contracts contain the provisions needed 
to satisfy the requirements of this NPR (Including requirements 
Incorporated by reference) 
Mheion Success Stats With Safety" 
The NASA ELV Payload Safety Manager 
• Track the status of each payload project as it proceeds through the 
safety review and approval process and provide guidance on the 
associated activities, tools, and d.11v.rsbles as needed 
• Shall notify the Payload Project Manager and other authorities: 
- V. major safely related flak met may .dmmaiy ln.p.etth. project I. 
ldeellfl.d any time during thi. safeiy review poomee 
- Sits required safety, ,im.w .ctIoltlaa or deliverabiss of titie i.e are not 
end (or product quality I. bed.qoele for that plee. of the proot 
eoyd.)and he to totS Its r.qt5sd safely gob products prior toil.. 
propola Kay Decision Points par i.R 7120.5 and proifds guidance on 
how the poo'ed alasid premed 
• Sign the Certificate of Safety Compliance upon ensuring that all 
Agency Team concerns are resolved 
• Issue a letter forwarding the Certificate of Safety Compliance to the 
Payload Project Manager and Others signifying the successful 
completion of the ELy Payload Safety Review III and readiness to 
proceed with shipping and processing
aulon Success State With Safety" 
Timeline of ELV Payload Safety Reviews 
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CMission Success Starts With Safety 
Flow of Activities and Deliverables 
The Payload Organization Safety Engineer ensures the 
6 preparation an submittal of the associated deliverables for 
review. 
- Note: The safety review and approval activities are des/gned to 
coincide with the project management reviews required by NPR 
7120.5, e.g., Preliminary Design Review, Critical Design Review, 
and Pre -ship Review. The safety review and approval activities 
Identified below are not inclusive of other required project NASA 
HO, or Center S&MA reviews which should include Pee, Reviews, 
Launch Readiness, Facility S&MA readiness, etc. 
The payload project and the PSWG shall ensure that the safety 
review and approval process incorporates the following sequence 
of activities and associated deliverables including compliance 
with the associated required schedule timing of deliverables 
Exception: Process and deliverable dates required by NPR 
8715.XX maybe altered through advanced formal agreement 
between the Payload Project Office and the PSWG provided that 
safe processIng, project schedule, and safety review input to Key 
Decision Points as defined In NPR 7120.5 are not impacted.
Mission Success Starts with Safety v 
A Payload Safety Introduction Briefing 
Shall occur eedy as possible but no later than midpoint of the 
Prelimln.'y Design Phase (Phase B as d.fln.d In NPR 7120.5).
 This 
should be the first meeting of the PSWG. The payload project shall 
submit: 
Co. pnsnumor to lit. tailoring proc....., id.nhiflc.tion of the ..f.ty 
requirement 	 that or. .p$iiioabi. tote. proi.ct; uppiloabi. prsvloo.ly
•pprnn.d wolo.,. und afernatin. op1ino.chos, and known t.iioning semi..f r 
presentation and review during the 	 Safety Introduction Bm*fina 
-Draft 5	 Safety Plan that, a.. minimum, prnvinlac ccu,c.pto.l on.rofe'a 
of ii,. System. safety Program, Inn prs.nntasco and rnni.w at lb. Payload 
Safety Inuoductioc Briefing 
identification of knownosoftlpoyload ay.lame and u pn.litnlno 
mmm.nt .4 potentialhaaands documented in. pr.luninaty k.anrd lot for 
presentation at the Payload Safety Introduction Briefing 
- A banjo Ground Op.ratlon. Flow Ov.,vi.w proniding lb. location .nd tsn.iln. 
of mob, payloed notinlIl.o and tank. for pr.o.ntation at the Payload Safniy 
Introduction Briefing 
Note: This briefing provides a forum for the project to Introduce the 
mission to the PSWt3 and other authorities and allows for early 
identification of any safety concerns associated with the payload. 
The information provided at this briefing should be as complete as 
the technical maturity of the conceptual design and operations allow. 
•. Mission Success Starts with Safety n
	
Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Safety Review I 	 Safety Review I (cont.) 
Begins with the submittal of data prior to the PDR and shall be 
completed :960 days after the project's PDR or no later than 
necessary to provide the PSWG's input to the project's Key 
Decision Point C as defined in NPR 7120.5, whichever date 
comes first 
Safety Review I shall include a PSWG meeting held in conjunction 
with the PDR 
- During Safety Review I the PSWG shall approve the final System 
Safety Plan, discuss the resolution of comments to the Safety 
Data package, address requirements Issues through the review of 
the tailored requirements, assess the Preliminary Hazard Analysis 
and any Hazard Reports, and address any safety issues identified 
during the Preliminary Design Review 
- The payload project shall submit: 
Final System Safety Plan 40 days prior to the PDR meeting 
Tailored Payload Safety Raqiinsn.ataa 40 day. prior to the PDR 
meeting 
Safety Data Package has complete a. possible) 40 days prior to the 
PDR
The PSWG Chairperson shall 
provide the Payload Project 
Manager with the status of 
Safety Review I including any 
safety concerns following the 
Preliminary Design Review 
meeting 
Safety Review I shall culminate 
with the PSWG Chairperson 
providing the Payload Project 
Manager with an assessment of 
the project's safety efforts and 
identification of any safety 
concerns to support the 
project's Key Decision Point C 
(as defined in NPR 7120.5) 
Minion Success Starts With Safety 
Safety Review II 
Begins with the submittal of data prior to the project's CDR 
and Shall be completed 260 days after the project's CDR to 
provide the PSWG's input to the project's Key Decision Point 
Dos defined in NPR 7120.5 
- Safety Review II shall include a PSWG meeting held in conjunction 
with the CDR 
- During the Safety Review II, the PSWG shall discuss the 
resolution of comments to the Safety Data Package I, discuss any 
safety issues identified during the CDR, and review the project for 
any changes to the design, processing, or interfaces for new or 
Increased hazards or safety issues 
- The payload project shall submit: 
Safety Data Package ii 40 days prior to the Safety Raw... 11 meeting 
Fish Tailored Payload safety R.qiArsm.tea ^30 days prior to the 
Safety Red... H meeting 
The project Safety Action Tracking Log, for conomanonos to close 
completed action., and review of open action.s and statue
a
. Mission Success Starts With Safety' 
Safety Review II 
• Safety Review II shall culminate with the PSWG 
Chairperson providing the Payload Project Manager with 
an updated assessment of the project's safety efforts 
and identification of any safety concerns to support the 
project's Key Decision Point 0 (as defined in NPR 
7120,5) 
• If the payload will undergo processing at a NASA-owned 
facility or any facility where NASA personnel control the 
operation or are actively involved in performing work 
prior to the Safety Review Ill, the project shall coordinate 
to define the applicable requirements and processes for 
safe payload processing at the host center that meet the 
intent of the requirements defined in this NPR
10
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Safety Review III
	
Safety Review Ill 
Begins with the submittal of data and shall be completed at a 
PSWG meeting at least 30 days prior to the project's Pro-ship 
Review 
During Safety Review N the PSWG shall verify that all safety 
requirements have been satisfied or any associated waivers have 
been approved 
The payload project shall submit: 
- A Safety Data Package Ill akO days pflcr to the Safety Review Ill 
and shall be finalized satisfying all comments at least 30 days 
before the intended shipment of hardware to the prelaunch 
payload processing site 
- A Safety Verification Tracking Log identifying the open 
verifications from the Hazard Reports 
- A Safety Action Tracking Log current to the Safety Review Ill 
meeting, for concurrence to close completed actions, and review 
of open actions and status
The project shall provides 
CertlflcataofELV Payload 
Safety Compliance signed by 
the Pro(ect Manager and with 
signature blocks for the 
PSWG Chairperson and the 
ELV Payload Safety Manager 
Safety Review III shall 
culminate with the PSWG 
Chairperson and the ELV 
Payload Safety Manager 
signing the Certificate of ELy 
Payload Safety Compliance 
Indicating that the pro3ect has 
safety approval to ship the 
payload to the launch area
A. 
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Certificate of ELV Payload Safety Compliance 
The EL y Payload Safety Manager shall provide the Payload Project 
Manager with a letter (or equivalent) within 5 days of successful completion 
of Safety Review ill with copies to other officials as appropriate for each 
mission
hit ODYSSEY .mr we. .wgb ark 
C-
eslon Success Starts With Safety 
Certificate of ELV Payload Safety Compliance 
•	 The letter shall 
Indicate	 project has 
successfully completed the 
payload safety review process 
per this NPR -	 -	 '-	 - 
- Include a copy of the signed -	 -.	 - 
Certificate of ELy Payload -	 - 
Safety Compliance including - 
any addendum 
- identify all conditions or
-	 - 
- 
constraints applicable to the -	 - 
safety approvals
After transportation of the payload 
to the launch area processing 
facility, the project shalt update the 
Safety Verification Tracking Log at 
least weekly (more frequently If the 
open Items must be closed to 
remove operational constraints) and 
make the current Safety Verification 
Tracking Log available to all 
officials involved In the mission.
wrjrs
Content of Deliverables
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Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Content of Deliverables 
The payload project in 
coordination with the PSWG 
shall: 
- Ensure that the content of 
the deliverables satisfies the 
requirements of NPR 971 5.XX 
- Ensure that the level of
technical detail is 
commensurate with the 
projecf a life cycle phase 
- Ensure that changes are 
annotated for easy location 
and verification	 flU fully deployed
Mission Success Starts With Safety tm 
Tailored Payload Safety Requirements 
• Document all safety requirements that apply toe payload mission 
• u.. AFSPCMAN 91-710 as the baseline document for tailoring and 
include asp applicable NASA and local safely reqeir.meots that are in 
addition to those In AFSPCMAN 91-710 
• 18th. event of conflicting requirements, incorporate the more stringent 
Note: A mejoniti, of oefnty mqolonn.nte ep1tfleble to NASA ELvpayfnods a,. 
oerr.ntly d0000,n.nf.din the Al, Fo.c. ,nqeain,nnnt. deoumnnt, AFSPCUAN 91' 
710. Th. NASA ELV Payload S.f.ty Prngeern le in tim Pr..... old—hoping.
NASA Standard tha
	
ep
res
 t not b.c co,il.tion of NASA and AJ,Fo,ne 
r.qer.w.ntn as t.do,'.d for NASA ELV payload nneetono and augmented with 
,,nplwn.ntabon Qoldanc. for NASA ELVpayloed prny.otc when. ep100priafe. 
Thenew NASA Standard will provide .. ink  b.oeline requirements d000mnot 
that each payload prnjooi will tailo, to, approval by NASA, the Air Force, and 
elite, epprnPing authorities. When the new NASA Standard I. completed, this 
NPR will be rnc,end to reference the ewe NASA Sfa,,de,d. 
- In eddition, local safety requirements moot be poet for all .r..e wit.,e the 
payload Ic p,'oo.ee.d, 85neport.d, inthgt'eied, end leonch.d, The ,neponade. 
PSWG eteethene will cadet in identifying eppii0.bl* local Safety neqolfeeweto. 
C
Mission Success Starts With Safety 
Tailored Payload Safety Requirements 
• Document the applicability of safety requirements to specific 
situations within a mission 
• Document the interpretation of requirements as needed 
• Address any recommendations, interpretations, or resolutions 
of safety concerns provided by the Agency Team and each 
authority involved in the mission 
• Identify any change to a requirement (i.e., any addition or 
deletion from the source requirement) and include sufficient 
rationale for the tailored change 
• Identify potential areas of non-compliance with applicable 
requirements 
• Reference any waivers identified during the tailoring process
Mission Success Starts With Safety 
A Payload Safety Introduction Briefing 
• shall provide the following information to a level of detail consistent with 
the complexity of the mission, the maturity of the conceptual design, and 
determination of the launch vehicle and launch site location: 
- Overview of the System Safety Program as defined by the project's 
System Safety Plan 
- Identification of organizational roles and responsibilities 
- Identification of applicable safety requirements and compliance 
documents 
• Description of payload, instruments, and anticipated ground support 
equipment 
• Description of the flight path In lenne of azimuth and treectory. 
Identification and description of planned recovery activitIes and support 
for sample/payload return If applicable 
- Identification of potential payloedlletinch vehicle interfaces, and rnleelon 
unique ground support equipment required for pad operations 
- Identification and a preliminary assessment of potential hazards 
associated with payload to launch vehicle integration, multiple payloads, 
end ground systems documented In a preliminary hazard list 
Mission Success Starts With Safety 
A Payload Safety Introduction Briefing 
• Ove,vww of Draft Requirements Tailoring, identifying 0,150.1 ee.ewpb000 lobe 
n,edo during the tailoring process 
• Identification of any potential noo'oomplienn.o to NASA. NASA C.nt.r, commercial 
proows.ng facility, do Force Rang., or F.d.r.I Requirements 
• Any potential h.eerdous failure rnod85, fellers probability. and performance
nheneot.detio. of to. peyfoed during ground np.reti000 
Identification of planned etodies and andy..s that support safety requirements, 
Including scheduled completion 
•Description of processing flow and eOttnipflt.d schedule. integrated with major 
project ,nile.tone. 
•Identification of facility requirements, Including launch 000rplac, hazardous 
ecuentUly and nheobettt em.., and ordnenne and propellant storage r.qunarn.nth 
• Identification and dlene.slw, of potential contingency op.retioo.. for eeetnpis, 
depressurization, propellant offload, and accessibility eft., fairing installation 
• Oo.rvi.w of the Mishap Pr.p.r.dran. and Contingency Pinnisi and their approach 
for cmnnnunio.ting, documenting. and Investigating payload pre-launch 
contingencies including ole.. 0.11., 1.5.0.m, lenrn.d, and mishap., potential project 
sp.nlftn .nr. gnnoy onpoee. and anticipated data impound responsibilities as 
required by NPR 85211 
• R.00tnnn.ndetione for fete,. safety Technical Interchange Meeting., r.nlews, 
wetting group.. subyint auger
 
part support, resolution of unn,.t requirements,
Denign R.vl.w., end ether teplon
 as 
cleansed n.n..uary.
-. Mission Success Starts With Safety" 
A System Safety Plan 
Encompasses the payload project's complete system safety 
program consistent with NPR 8715.3 and shall include: 
Note: MIL-STD-882, Department of Defense Standard Practice for 
System Safety also provides guidance for a system safely 
program. 
A system safety roles and responsibilities section describing: 
- Interfaces and lines of communication with associated 
organizations Including decision-making timelines and a 
description of the methods by which personnel may raise Issues 
of concern to the project manager 
- Review and approval process (Including identification of 
approving authorities) for commitment of assets to safety efforts 
- The staffing and responsibilities of key system safety personnel 
- The tasks and activities required to identify, evaluate, and 
eliminate or control hazards and to minimize flel,
IRA
System Safety Program 
Milestones Identifying and 
scheduling safety tasks and 
activltl.s such as design 
analyses, tests and reviews 
and relating them to major 
project (mission) milestones 
System Safety Data 
Identifying deliverable as well 
as non-d.11verabltl data by 
till., number, date, and 
means of delivery or process 
for accessibility
,	 f m	 • 
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A System Safety Plan	 A System Safety Plan (cont.) 
System Safety Interfaces Identifying 
- The interfaces between system safety and Other applicable safety 
disciplines such as nuclear safety, facility or Institutional safety, 
Range Safety, explosive and ordnance safety, chemical and 
biological safety, radiation safety, hazardous materials safety, fire 
safety, laser safety, software safety and any others 
- The Interfaces between system safety and design systems 
engineering 
- The Interfaces between system safety and other support 
disciplines such as maintainability, quality, reliability, software 
development, human factors engineering, Industrial hygiene, and 
any others 
- The interface between system safety and all system integration 
and test disciplines 
-'t Success Sleds With Safety 
Preliminary Hazard Assessments and Hazard 
Reports 
The payload project shall utilize system safety engineering and 
analyses to identify and document potential hazards 
associated with the payload and verify how those hazards will 
be eliminated or controlled 
The preliminary hazard analyses presented at the time of the 
Payload Safety Introduction shall reflect the payload 
conceptual design, planned interfaces, operations, and Identify 
potential hazards 
Hazard Reports shall Identify the hazard, mechanism for 
occurrence and resulting outcome, worst case severity and 
probability, mitigations, and severity and probability with 
mitigations in-place 
Hazard Reports shall be Included as part of each Safety Data 
Package
" Sucesee Starts With Safety 
Safety Data Package I 
Descriptions of hazardous and safety critical flight hardware and 
software, systems, components and materials that comprise the 
payload and ground support equipment and reflect the PDR-level 
design and operations scenario of the payload 
A description of the payload and mission 
Initial descriptions of all payload systems Including hazardous and 
safety critical subsystems, their operation and Interfaces 
Preliminary hazard reports and summaries of the hazard analyses 
performed on payload systems 
Information identifying compliance to the Tailored Payload Safety 
Requirements 
For a project utilizing a previously-launched payload bus, 
Identification and description of any payload safety related problems, 
mishaps, or failures that occurred during fabrication, testing, 
processing, or Integration that could affect the safety of the flight 
hardware or software, ground support equipment, personnel or other 
NASA resources 
Mission Success Starts With Safety	 Mission Success Start. With Safety 
Safety Data Package II	 Safety Data Package Ill 
Updated Safety Data Package I lnfor.nat Ion that reflects the CDR-1­1
design and operations scenato of the payload 
An updated description of the payload and mission sosnado 
Updated Hazard Reports 
Detalled n.'rativ. deeaiptlon. of hamedous and safety critical 
subsystems, their operation and updated Information Identifying method. 
of compliance to the Tailored Payload Safety Requirements 
Detailed Information of safety features, Inhibits, monItoring systems, and 
their control and status duflng all processing plucae (Integration, test, 
pre-launch, launch, and return (If eppilcatle)) 
Supporting plan., studies, end reports shall be provided or referenced, 
and furnished upon request 
A description of the ground support .qulpn.snt, Iunmuey of hazardous,
non-f.awdoue, and safety critical operations, a list of hazard reports, and 
supporting hazard analyses for operations performed in NASA facilities, 
NASA contracted laclIltras, and at launch site facilities 
A moss-reference Identifying the disposition of PSWG A Agency Teen. 
review Commentsof Safety Data Package I and Indication of changes 
made
- Includes all the Safety Data Package updates and address all comments, 
incorporate all changes that reflect the se-built configuration and planned 
processing activities 
• The final as-built description of the payload and mission scenario 
• Final Hazard Repot. 
• Updated descriptions of hazardous and safety critical subsystems 
• Updates to supporting plans, studies, and report, required summaries of 
teal results shall be provided and furnished upon request 
• A record of test failures, anomalies, and mishaps Involving qualification 
tuedware, flight hardwsss, ground support equipment, and software (if 
ueed for hazard control), and an aesss.ment of the resolutIon end safety 
Implications of these events 
• A signed copy of approved safety walters (with attachments provided 
upon request) 
• A moss-reference identifying the disposition of review comments since 
the Laws Safety Data Pecltage subnilttal and Indication of changes made
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A Safety Review III Presentation
	 Questions? 
• Summary of safety activities and reviews with dates and

an update on the status of open safety related work 
• Overview of safety non-compliances, risks and issues. 
This shall include: 
- A synopsis of any waivers 
- Characterization of significant residual safety risks 
including their likelihood and associated consequences
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